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Ual Politics And Narrative Film
The Geena Davis-led Bentonville Film Festival announced the 2021 selections for its narrative ... and personal politics. CRUTCH, U.S.A. (Directors: Chandler Evans, Sachi Cunningham) Crutch ...
Geena Davis Bentonville Film Festival Sets 2021 Lineup (EXCLUSIVE)
Back then, he had gathered with his young son and some friends to cover another tunnel wall with Post-it notes scribbled with political messages ... his camera out to film the protests.
In a scarred Hong Kong, "beautiful things are gone"
In film and TV studies ... is presented as an orgy of death, sex(ual violence), and aggressive masculinity, albeit one entrenched in the politics of power and money. With Michael Bay as executive ...
Queerbaiting and Fandom: Teasing Fans through Homoerotic Possibilities
PR is a popular career for TV characters—most of them women—from political masterminds like ... enough to anticipate every potential media narrative before the media even realizes a story ...
Flack Is the Most Delectable in a New Wave of Shows About the Workaholics Who Make Hollywood Run
Companies looking to bounce back from pandemic-level challenges — like United Airlines (UAL), Royal Caribbean (RCL) and Exxon Mobil (XOM) — are all down sharply. Covid cases have again ...
Markets Look to Open in the Red on Delta Variant Fears
Companies looking to bounce back from pandemic-level challenges — like United Airlines UAL, Royal Caribbean RCL and Exxon Mobil XOM — are all down sharply. Covid cases have again blossomed to ...
Delta Variant Rattles Monday Pre-Market
Are the people who were pushing the narrative and stories of sightings operating in good faith or are these con men? In so many ways this was all really reminiscent of the 1940s and 1950s.
From flying boats to secret Soviet weapons to alien visitors – a brief cultural history of UFOs
The NYSE Arca Airline index fell 1 per cent, with American Airlines nursing a loss of 4.5 per cent and United Airlines down 3.7 ... casting doubt over film theatres' ability to survive the pandemic.
Coronavirus: Cuomo announces restrictions on worship, businesses in NYC hotspots — as it happened
Unlike Syrians or El Salvadoreans whose entry aligns with Biden’s politics, Spaniards and Swedes must languish in their separation from American family members because their heartbreak is simply ...
The Inhumanity of Joe Biden’s Travel Ban
My story about Linkedin suppressing one of my posts has acquired a sequel. Rep. Jim Jordan, the top Republican on the Judiciary Committee, recently accused Microsoft of being "out to get ...
Is antitrust a remedy for Big Tech's suppression of speech?
Rolling coverage of the latest economic and financial news, as global selloff wipes £44bn off London’s blue-chip index Graeme Wearden Stocks are being hammered harder on Wall Street too, where ...
FTSE 100 in £44bn tumble as Covid fears hit global markets – business live
Following his virtual performance for the Valentine in March, renowned piano accompanist Seth Rudetsky will return — in person — with 13 time Grammy nominated recording artist, film, stage, and TV ...
Back to Broadway: The Valentine returns from hiatus with big shows
(Reuters) - AirAsia Group Bhd has grounded around 90% of its fleet of more than 200 planes across Asia due to resurgence of COVID-19 outbreaks, an executive at its Malaysia unit said on Wednesday.
AirAsia has grounded around 90% of fleet amid COVID-19 surge - executive
Beijing-based VeeR distributes, produces and invests in narrative VR content, and also operates the ZeroSpace VR cinema chain in China. Chen’s July 9 keynote, titled “Cinematic VR content ...
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